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Key words Complex network analysis; Healthcare.
Summary The analysis of organizational structures of healthcare organizations such
as University teaching hospitals is a fundamental step toward improving health care
services and making more efficient use of available resources. In this study, discharge
abstract data from the University of Cagliari teaching hospital was analysed by using
techniques borrowed from the theory of complex networks. A  bipartite network was
constructed by linking the physician and diagnosis fields of the discharge abstract data.
The unipartite projection network was then constructed by quantifying the number of
diagnoses the connected physicians had in common in one year. Community detection
algorithms were then used to identify the 'best' community structure (i.e. organizational
subdivisions) for the hospital organization. The identified community structure could
lead to improved efficiency with respect to existing departmental divisions. Results show
how the theory of complex networks can be a very powerful data mining tool with very
promising implications for research in the fields of health care organizations and social
networks.

Studio di una Struttura Sanitaria mediante Tecniche della Teoria delle Reti Complesse

Parole chiave Teoria delle Reti Complesse; Assistenza Sanitaria.
Sommario Lo studio dell’assetto organizzativo delle Strutture Sanitarie come i Policlinici
Universitari è un argomento di fondamentale importanza sia per migliorare i servizi di
assistenza che per un uso più efficiente delle risorse disponibili. Nel presente studio utilizziamo
tecniche proprie della Teoria delle Reti Complesse per analizzare l’informazione contenuta
nelle cartelle cliniche emesse in un anno presso il Policlinico Universitario di Cagliari.
Rappresentando nella forma di rete le interazioni professionali tra medici come riportate
nelle cartelle cliniche, siamo in grado di utilizzare gli algoritmi della community detection
per la ricerca della migliore suddivisione organizzativa dell’intera struttura del Policlinico.
Il nostro algoritmo di  community detection  rivela una struttura di comunità che emerge sia
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Introduction
Modern health organizations are increasingly built on the idea of separating

hospitals and health care agencies, the latter fulfilling the role of purchasers of the
services provided by the former. In 1992 the Italian government passed a set of

laws designed to implement this principle, with a view to the introduction of a
prospective payment system to finance inpatient hospital care(1-4).

The last feature implied moving towards a DRG-based per case funding, that
is to a prospective hospitals payment system centered on the Diagnosis-Related
Groups (DRG), the classification system used by Medicare since the eighties of
the last century(5,6).

Since January 1st, 1995, a DRG system has been officially introduced in Italy. Its
architecture is built on the information contained in the Italian version of UHDDS
(Uniform Hospital Discharge Data Set, SDO in Italian, Scheda di Dimissione
Ospedaliera) cards, which are standard hospital discharge abstracts which collect,
for every patient discharged in any private or public hospital everywhere in Italy,
all the relevant patient-related information (identification, disease and treatment)

contained in the hospital case sheet. It must be noted that UHDDS introduction
has been urged by the European Community, which mandates a minimum set of
13 parameters to be collected for every patient discharged(7).

UHDDS cards are compiled and signed by the physician in charge at the time of
patient dismissal. Though sometimes some inconsistencies in UHDDS data still
show up, (8,9) in the last few years some budget increases for forming and training

health operators and a closer monitoring have led to a notable improvement in
their reliability(10,11).

Analysis of UHDDS data should therefore allow for an efficient and reliable
monitoring of the overall operating conditions of health service providers and for
evaluating the quality of the offered services.

UHDDS data have been used by several authors to investigate correlations

between the socioeconomic status of patients and delay in access to treatment, or
to find associations between air pollution and early mortality or morbidity(12,13).
But what seems to us of paramount importance is the fact that the availability of
such large databases opens new avenues for investigating these kinds of problems
by exploiting powerful computational techniques developed in quite different
research fields.
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All these techniques rely on some mapping procedure which projects a given
socioeconomical problem into a well defined model space which is assumed to
contain all the relevant data, and for which powerful algorithms are available for
finding the best way to approach the given problem, that is the representation

most likely to help our appraisal of the key factors involved. Broadly speaking
these techniques are known under the common heading ‘data mining’, but come
in a variety of flavours.  The one which interests us here amounts to mapping
health organizations into complex networks, and using complex networks
techniques for giving answers to health organization problems.

In this paper we shall demonstrate such an approach by using UHDDS data and

recent developments in the field of complex networks. We first show how a network
can be built from UHDDS data, and then show how techniques of complex
networks analysis can be used to investigate the relational features of the health
organization whose operation generates the UHDDS data referred to.

As a first example we shall use UHDDS data from a medium sized University
Polyclinic, and shall focus on its departmental structure. Though there is

considerable freedom in building a network from UHDDS data, freedom which
corresponds to the width of the spectrum of possible investigation objects, none of
the possible choices in selecting  UHDDS parameters can be related in any way to
assumptions about its organizational subdivisions. Therefore we will be able, in
principle, to investigate the stability of the hospital department structure against,
for instance, personnel changes, or the possible efficiency changes associated to

changes in the departmental organization.

Methods
I) From UHDDS data to Networks
The 2003 UHDDS database (table 1) includes a lot of information about patients,

diagnosis, treatments, physicians, costs ..., that has been studied in many ways

with traditional statistical analysis tools.
In the present work we aim to leverage the power of complex network theory in

order to get new insights from these data.[14,15] To this end we first need to map
the UHDDS database onto a network structure. This is a process that could be
accomplished in more than one way and each one of them could lead to different
outcomes. Therefore the results should be checked against different choices of
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the mapping procedure. The basic step of our  mapping procedure is the choice of
two fields of the UHDDS database. Their values can be regarded as the nodes of
a bipartite network.

A bipartite network is composed by two kinds of nodes that have connections

(edges) between them but not among each other (figure 1a).
We chose to consider the physician and diagnosis fields as the nodes of a bipartite

network. We put an edge between a physician and a diagnosis if the physician
made that diagnosis at least once (that is if there is at least a UHDDS record
which contains both). Since our focus is just on the professional competence no
account has been made of multiple registrations, that is of multiple UHDDS

records attesting the same edge. The resulting bipartite network of professional
skills is shown in figure 1a.

There is a standard way to project a bipartite network into a unipartite network,
composed by only one kind of nodes, linked together by edges. Two nodes of the
unipartite network will have an edge between each other if and only if in the
original bipartite network they have an edge converging to the same node of the

other kind (figure 1b).
In our case two physicians will have an edge in common if they have made at

least once the same diagnosis. The connection between them clearly signals a
professional similarity.

Moreover if the same two physicians happen to have in common other different
diagnoses their connection will be reinforced and we will label the edge between

them with an integer that represents the number of different diagnoses they made
in a certain period of time.

The outcome of this process is a weighted network in which the nodes are the
physicians and the edges show the professional similarities among them, measured
in terms of the number of shared common diagnoses (figure 1b). As a test we
repeated the whole procedure with the diagnosis field substituted by the DRG field.

An implied assumption is that the possibility of mistakes by the physicians in
making diagnoses is negligible. Accordingly we do not test the professional
reliability of the physicians but only their professional similarities.

It is worth noticing the arbitrariness, on two counts, of our procedure.
In first place, starting from the same bipartite network, we could have decided

to project it by considering target nodes the diagnoses and as edges the physicians
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they had in common (that did the same diagnosis). The final result would have
been a sort of dual network, completely different from the previous one, more
related to a kind of knowledge categorization mediated by the physicians
competence.

In second place the couple of fields chosen to build the bipartite network could
have been totally different. Other choices would have led to the possibility of
extracting from the same UHDDS data different kinds of information. This line
of reasoning points to a general and systematic way of getting insights from a large
database and could be regarded as a generalized data mining method.

II) Community Detection Algorithms
The complex networks theory offers many kind of tools for analysing a

network.[16] One of the more interesting lines of research is to try to find whether
the network accommodates a community structure characterized by having many
more intragroup edges than intergroup ones.

On a network level a community structure is any partition of the nodes into a set

of communities which enables defining, for each community, internal and external
edges, that is edges connecting two nodes of the given community and edges
connecting a node of the given community with a node of some other community.
Of course this could lead to a lot of arbitrariness in deciding which partition is best
under some given requirements.

Many algorithms have been proposed in the literature to perform such a task.

Most of them are based on a function, named Modularity [17] (in our case weighted
Modularity), that is defined as follow:

Qw=(1/2W)ΣΣΣΣΣij[wij-sisj/2W]δδδδδ(ci,cj)

where wij is the weight associated to the edge connecting the node i and the

node  j (similarity weight) , si= ΣΣΣΣΣjwij (node strength) is the sum of the weights of the
the edges attached to the node i, W= ½ ΣΣΣΣΣjwij is the sum of all the edge weights in
the network, and ci shows that the node i belongs to the community ci, so δδδδδ(ci,cj) is
different from 0  only if the nodes i and  j  are in the same community(18-20).

The Modularity function tries to quantify how good is a community subdivision,
among all possible ones, by computing, for a particular subdivision, how many

A COMPLEX NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A HEALTH ORGANIZATION
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edges there are inside the communities respect to the number of edges among
them. Its values range from -1 to +1.

 The 0 value occurs when a certain subdivision has no more intra-community
edges that one would expect by random chance.

A negative value means that there is no advantage in splitting the network in
communities and the best solution is only one community.

The Modularity value of a random network could be in principle positive.[21] In
the present work we will verify the statistical significance of our result comparing
it with the modularity value of the extant departmental subdivision.

Moreover we will cross check our final result by comparing it with another

network realization in which other attributes are used to assess professional
similarities among physicians.

In order to find the best community structure we have to maximize the Modularity
function. We don’t explicitly fix the final number of communities. In this way, by
maximizing the Modularity, we will find not only the best way of distributing nodes
in communities, but also the ideal number of communities as well.

The problem of maximizing the Modularity function could be a computational
demanding task for networks with thousands or more nodes. For networks of the
order of hundreds of nodes it is viable to tackle the optimization problem with a
straightforward and reliable method like the simulated annealing one.[22,23]

Results and Discussion

I) The Physicians Network
The professional activity during a whole year of 43 University of Cagliari

Polyclinic physicians, as described by the 2003 UHDDS database (table 1), has
been analyzed by using complex networks theory tools.

We first extracted, as described in the previous section, the bipartite network of
professional skills (figure 1a), by using the physician and the diagnosis fields.

We then projected this bipartite network, as already explained, onto a unipartite
network with 43 nodes and 588 edges (out of 903 edges of the corresponding
complete graph). Each edge of this network is labelled by an integer which
quantifies the number of different diagnoses the connected nodes (i.e. the
connected physicians) have in common in one year (figure 1b).

The network structure is rather complicate and it is almost impossible to see at a
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glance whether there is in it some order or hierarchy. The only thing that is clear
is that there are some strong (high weight) edges between some couples of
physicians and also that, from a topological point of view, the network is not far
from a complete graph in which every node is linked with every other. For this

reason to disentangle the ‘edges web’, in order to find any kind of underlying
structure, it is a very complicated task.

II) Community Structure Optimization
The optimization of the Modularity function, as defined above, introduces a

practical way to reveal the ‘best’ community structure of our network.

Figure 2a shows the actual subdivision of the 43 nodes (physicians) of our network
among the  four Polyclinic Departments. There is a Surgery Department (whose
nodes are labelled by a ‘C’), two generic Departments (Dep.1 and Dep 2, labelled
‘1’ and ‘2’) in which different specializations are mixed and a single node that is
the Labour Medicine Department, with one physician only (labelled by ‘MDL’).

The optimization of the network, leaving the number of communities as a free

parameter, gives a subdivision into 4 communities that present significant
differences from the original departmental subdivision (figure 2b). The Modularity
is 0.18. This value should be compared with the Modularity value corresponding
to  the original departmental structure which turns out to be 0.05.

We also performed, as a reliability test, the optimization of a similar network,
with the same set of nodes/physicians, in which the DRG field substitutes for the

Diagnosis field. In this case the total number of edges is 790. In addition to the
diagnosis the DRG includes information about the applied therapy.

We don’t show the final result but, remarkably enough, in this second case the
communities are very much the same as in the former case (the average difference
is less than two physicians per community). Here the Modularity is 0.08 while the
corresponding original departmental modularity value is 0.02. Note that the

proportion between this two values is almost the same for the two networks and
that the optimized modularity is almost four times the original value.

Of course finding a better optimized community structure in our network is
tantamount to find a possible new subdivision of the Polyclinic. Therefore this
result should be regarded only as a starting point for further analysis.[24] However
a comparison between the two subdivisions can already be made by looking at the

A COMPLEX NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A HEALTH ORGANIZATION
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homogeneity of the diagnoses made in each department. In particular we
measured, for each department, the total number of diagnoses made, the number
of different diagnoses and the percentage of diagnoses belonging to the more
frequent 30 diagnoses. (Higher percentage values suggest higher homogeneity

among the diagnoses made inside a department). The results are reported in fig. 3,
where we also report the Major Diagnostic Category (MDC) for the categories
which account for more than 10% of our sample.

Some insight about the relevance of a physician inside a community can be
obtained by computing the decrement of the optimized Modularity value while
moving that physician from his/her community to another. The greater the

decrement the more the physician should be regarded as ‘important’ for that
community. Physicians that generate small variations of the Modularity when
they are moved, are clearly not particularly bound to that community and in a
sense are at the ‘border’ of it.

II) Discussion

The first important result of our work is that the optimization process naturally
gives 4 as the ‘ideal’ number of communities/departments for our Polyclinic. This
confirms the original hospital organization, albeit with the special case of the one
node community of the Labour Medicine Department.

On the other hand the community compositions are clearly different except for
the Surgery Department which is almost completely recovered in the new

community structure. The remaining 3 new subdivisions completely mix
Department 1, Department 2 and Labour Medicine.

From the point of view of internal cohesion and homogeneity these new
subdivisions appear to be better than the original ones, with reduced variations in
the number of different diagnoses carried out. This feature points out to both
increased department specialization and size optimization.

The value of the Modularity function we obtain may seem low compared with
the maximum theoretically attainable that is 1 and also with the values that is
common to find in the literature that are often above 0.30.[17] However the
comparison with the Modularity value of the original departmental subdivision
allows us to say safely that our community structure is, in a well defined sense,
‘better’ than the original one.
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Moreover the significance of the emergent structure is enhanced by the fact
that we get practically the same subdivision analysing a related but anyway different
network (DRG instead of Diagnosis), signalling that the new community structure
is robust and should correspond to some deep organization features. In fact the

DRG code include already the information about the diagnosis, plus other
information. So the related network presents the same nodes/physicians, though
more connected, with more edges and different (probably rescaled) weights than
the Diagnosis one. Predictably the community detection procedure shows itself
insensitive to the small details of the network topology/weights, provided that it
contains the correct information.

As an a posteriori statistical analysis we analyzed the homogeneity of the different
kinds of diagnoses made in each department for the actual departmental subdivision
and for the emergent one. Apart from the surgery department which is completely
recovered and the “singular” one-physician Medicine of Labor department, this
analysis confirms that the emergent department structure presents a greater
diagnoses homogeneity: in the emergent structure the diagnoses are redistributed

in 3 departments (instead of 2) with a higher homogeneity. In this way the emergent
community structure realizes a better subdivision in term of medical activity and
a more optimized use of the resources.

Finally we found a new way of ranking physicians inside a community by looking
at the decrement of the Modularity value when a physician is moved away from
his/her community. The modularity function has its maximum when there are

many edges (with possibly high weights) inside each community and few outgoing
edges (with possibly low weights), connecting communities among them. In our
perspective an important physician inside a community has to have many and
high weight edges with nodes/physicians inside his community. If we move away
this “central” physician, outside his community, it is clear that the internal edges
are lowered in favour of the external ones, dramatically dropping down the optimal

value of the modularity. If we move each physician away from his/her optimized
community, systematically, one by one, we can measure quantitatively this effect
from the difference between the new lowered modularity value and the optimized
one. In this way we can rank in each community physicians by putting in the top
position that one with the highest difference. With this procedure we have been
able to find out who are the main actors in any department.

A COMPLEX NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A HEALTH ORGANIZATION
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For privacy problems we cannot list the rankings of the physicians inside each
community, but we can say that the main actors according to our ranking process
correspond to chief physicians that are in charge in one of the various medical
areas of the hospital.

Conclusions
The organizational structure of a University Polyclinic has been investigated by

analysing one year of its UHDDS data. By building a network of professional
relationships among the Polyclinic physicians, as given from the UHDDS data, we
were able to use community detection algorithms, as developed in the framework

of complex networks theory, to propose possible departmental reorganizations.
The results we obtained, besides making good sense in a general way, show how
the theory of complex networks can be a very powerful data mining tool with very
promising implications for research in the fields of health care organizations and
social networks.
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Table 1 - A subset of the records and fields
of the hospital information flux after the 2003 UHDDS  database
A subset of a typical UHDDS records. For each record the first column gives the

identification number of the patient, the second his/her gender, the third and

fourth, respectively, the admission and discharge dates. Column DIAG reports
the code number corresponding to the (main) diagnosis, column PROT the code
of the applied therapeutic protocol, column DRG the code of the corresponding
Diagnosis Related Group. PHYS/SURG (three-digits number after ICD9-CM code)
gives the number identifying the surgeon/physician responsible of the patient at
discharge time. The last two columns contain procedure costs and the names of

the admitting Department.

Figures
Figure 1 - Sketch of the procedure we used for associating
a network to a given set of UHDDS records.
a) Bipartite network corresponding to the UHDDS data contained in Fig. 1.

Each one of the UHDDS records establishes an edge between the surgeon/
physician responsible for the patient and the diagnosis code specified in the
record. Since we stress the professional competence and not the volume of
the diagnoses, additional records with the same couple physician-diagnosis
are not taken into account.

b) Unipartite weighted network generated by linking one surgeon/physician to

another one if they have in common, at least once within the given set of
UHDDS records, the same diagnosis. The weight of the edge between two
physicians is the number of different diagnosis they have in common; the
greater the weight, the thicker the line which represents graphically the edge,
the greater the professional similarity between the physicians.

Figure 2 - Community structure of the unipartite weighted network
associated to the whole series of UHDDS records.
a) Community structure based on the actual organizational structure of the

hospital. Physicians belonging to the first generic Department(Dep.1) are
labelled with the number 1, while physicians belonging to the second generic
Department (Dep.2) are labelled with the number 2. The labels C correspond

A COMPLEX NETWORK ANALYSIS OF A HEALTH ORGANIZATION
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to surgeons of the Surgery Department. The only MDL point corresponds to
the one responsible of the Labour Medicine Department. For the sake of
clarity the four subnetworks corresponding to these four departments are
indicated by long dashed lines.

b) Community structure as determined by maximizing the Modularity function
(see text), over all possible ways of partitioning the given network. Different
colors label nodes belonging to different emerging communities. For the sake
of comparison the actual organizational labels used in a) are also reported.
The Modularity is roughly proportional to the difference between the number
of the intragroup edges and the number of the intergroup edges. The optimal

value of the modularity function turns out to be 0.18. For comparison the
modularity function corresponding to the actual organizational structure is
0.05. This result should therefore be interpreted as the emergence of a new
community subdivision of the hospital with a better professional organization.

Figure 3 – Distribution and homogeneity of the diagnoses among

departments, both in the actual departmental subdivision
and in the emergent one (after the optimization)
a) The total number of diagnoses made, the number of different diagnoses, the

percentage of diagnoses belonging to the more frequent 30 diagnoses, for
each department of the actual departmental subdivision. (Higher percentage
values suggest higher homogeneity among the diagnoses made inside a

department).  We also report the Major Diagnostic Category (MDC) for
diagnoses that are represented more then 10%.

b) The same as a) but for the emergent departmental subdivision.
With the exception of the one-physician department of Medicine of Labor
that can be neglected and the surgery department that is completely recovered,
in the emergent structure the diagnoses are redistributed in 3 departments

with a higher homogeneity. In this way the emergent community structure
realizes a better subdivision in term of medical activity and a more optimized
use of the resources.
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Figure 2
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Figura 3 (a)

Figura 3 (b)
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